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Fact Sheet

Franchise Overview:
	Set in a nefarious mirror of our own modern world, Valherjar: The Chosen Slain offers a dynamic and compelling new contemporary roleplaying franchise based on classic Norse mythology.  Players adopt the role of the Valherjar, an elite caste of fallen warriors resurrected by the gods and returned to earth in an effort to prevent Ragnarok, the apocalypse, and change the balance of fate in defiance of destiny.

Product Description:
	The Valherjar: The Chosen Slain Core Rulebook is the cornerstone product in the Valherjar franchise and includes everything needed to begin playing.  It introduces players to the lush and richly detailed mythology of Valherjar: The Chosen Slain, outlines the basic organizational structure and operations for both the Valherjar and their nemeses, the Jotnar, provides a full suite of rules and character creation information for both AOR Gaming System and D20 play, and establishes the framework plot and story ideas for hundreds of hours of exciting roleplay gaming.

Game Features:
	A fully realized mythology for both the Valherjar and their nemeses, the Jotnar

Details for six dramatically different playable Aettir, or clans, and the patron gods that inspire them
Over eighty spells based on traditional schools of Runic Magic
Realistically modeled statistics for more than fifty styles of weapons and armor
Resources for playing historical characters in a modern setting
Two dozen original creatures and monsters influenced by the Norse Eddas and Sagas
Dual-Statted gaming rules for both AOR Gaming System and D20 play

About the AOR Gaming System
Designed to balance realism with speed of play
Includes a revolutionary amount of player control in determining action resolution
Resolves all aspects of an action with a single roll of 3 six-sided dice; including its speed (initiative), degree of success, and effect

About Valherjar’s D20 Rules
By designing the resurrected Valherjar as a character template and Prestige Class, Valherjar allows players to bring any existing character into the Valherjar world or to seamlessly integrate Valherjar’s mythology into any existing campaign 
Provides full rules for D20 play, including:
	Twelve new Feats
Six new Prestige Classes
Eighty new magic Meta-Feats and Class Abilities
Fifty types of modern weapons and armor

Details and Specifications:
Beautifully painted color cover by renowned industry veteran Ron Spencer
233 page black and white interior
Available in both perfect bound high quality printed and PDF formats
Retails for $29.99 printed and $14.99 PDF

Availability:
	Now available on-line at http://www.gmpress.com/valherjar/buy.htm

